Summary
The Festival of Informal Education Just Have to Become a Traditional Event
Interview with Vlad Velichko and Astrid Zam
The material reflects impressions and evaluation of preparation and carrying out the Festival after its completion and
sizing up, made by representatives of the organizing committee.

Alena Lugovtsova
Here Were Informal People: On The Traces of a Participant of The Festival of Informal Education!
The author of the article as the interested participant offers the readers her subjective view of the occurred event — a
commentary, questions, and offers for the future.

Vladimir Matskevich, Svetlana Matskevich, Tatyana Vodolazhskaya
Approaches to Standards and Standardization in Informal Education
Authors of the text formulate general logical and theoretical frames for standardization of the informal education. As a
basis of standardization of informal and civic education they take concepts of educational technologies and basic edu
cational processes.

Tatyana Poshevalova
The Round table “Quality criteria and Standards in Civic Education”: Moderator's Notes
As her own reflection, the author introduces the readers the format and contents of the round table passed within the
framework of Festival. She also shares some considerations of possibilities of more effective organization of the event.

Irina Orlova. Arttherapy Techniques in Practice of Informal Education
The article discovers width of understanding the contents of arttherapy, fixes its specifics and directions, gives exam
ples of methods of work.

Nataliya Ryabova
The Study of Awareness And Preferences of Consumers of the Informal Education Services
Given article contains the description of main results of questioning and focusgroups, got within the framework of
the pilot marketing study, conducted by the author.

Oleg Chikurov. Building partnership
Author shares experience accumulated during six years in Pskov regional association of adult education, concerning
building partnership between miscellaneous organizations.

Heribert Hinzen. Golden Triangles in Adult Education
Within the framework of the article (the presentation) the author reveals the essence of such golden triangles in infor
mal adult education as: Lifelong — Lifewide — Lifedeep; Competitiveness — Employability — Mobility; Policy —
Legislation — Financing; Public — Company — Individual; General — Civic — Vocational; Participants — Programmes —
Providers; Government — NGOs — Universities.

Alexander Polonnikov. The Lessons of Oleg Semenovich Gazman.
The author makes an attempt to brighten up interest of pedagogical community in creative heritage of wellknown
Russian scientist Oleg Semenovich Gazman.

